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A Critical Discourse Analysis of Family Literacy Practices

2003-06-20

in this groundbreaking cross disciplinary book rebecca rogers explores the complexity of family literacy practices through an in

depth case study of one family the attendant issues of power and identity and contemporary social debates about the connections

between literacy and society the study focuses on june treader and her daughter vicky urban african americans labeled as low

income and low literate using participant observation ethnographic interviewing photography document collection and discourse

analysis rogers describes and explains the complexities of identity power and discursive practices that june and vicky engage with

in their daily life as they proficiently critically and strategically negotiate language and literacy in their home and community she

explores why despite their proficiencies neither june or vicky sees themselves as literate and how this and other contradictions

prevent them from transforming their literate capital into social profit this study contributes in multiple ways to extending both

theoretically and empirically existing research on literacy identity and power critical discourse analysis the analytic technique of

critical discourse analysis is brought into the area of family literacy the detailed explanation interpretation and demonstration of

critical discourse analysis will be extremely helpful for novices learning to use this technique this is a timely book for there are few

ethnographic studies exploring the usefulness and limits of critical discourse analysis combines critical discourse analysis and

ethnography this new synthesis which is thoroughly illustrated offers an explanatory framework for the stronghold of institutional

discursive power using critical discourse analysis as a methodological tool in order to build critical language awareness in

classrooms and schools educators working toward a critical social democracy may be better armed to recognize sources of

inequity researcher reflexivity unlike most critical discourse analyses throughout the book the researcher and analyst is clearly



visible and complicated into the role of power and language this practice allows clearer analysis of the ethical moral and

theoretical implications in conducting ethnographic research concerned with issues of power a critical perspective on family literacy

many discussions of family literacy do not acknowledge the raced classed and gendered nature of interacting with texts that

constitutes a family s literacy practices this book makes clear how the power relationships that are acquired as children and adults

interact with literacy in the many domains of a family s literacy lives a critical discourse analysis of family literacy practices power

in and out of print will interest researchers and practitioners in the fields of qualitative methodology discourse analysis critical

discourse studies literacy education and adult literacy and is highly relevant as a text for courses in these areas

The Literacy Principal, 2nd Edition

2007

as the education community struggles with literacy achievement skillful leadership has emerged as a distinguishing feature of

successful schools since the literacy principal was first published it has helped shape the discussion around accountability and

successful practices that support both teachers and students this revised and expanded second edition challenges principals to

become even more involved in championing literacy in their schools it examines the role of school leaders at both the elementary

and secondary levels commentaries from teachers principals and consultants who have been involved in developing strong school

wide and district wide literacy programs are included to demonstrate the strides that many schools have made in the last few

years the increasingly important role of school literacy coaches and mentoring teams are presented as models of the power of

cooperative approaches to successful literacy programs david booth and jennifer rowsell offer an overview of the most successful

strategies for creating a support network that will nurture and build a powerful reading environment they help administrators



introduce and support cooperative approaches to literacy that involve coaches and mentoring teams understand exemplary reading

and writing programs and school wide strategies for promoting literacy growth among students demonstrate a commitment to

literacy among teachers parents students and the community appreciate the many forms of assessment and evaluation including

intervention programs for improving student performance rooted in the latest research and real world experience this new edition

provides tried and true frameworks that principals can use in their quest to create schools where literacy thrives

Teaching for Equity in Complex Times

2017

in schools serving high concentrations of bilingual learners it can be especially challenging for teachers to maintain commitments

to equity minded instruction while meeting the demands of new educational policies including national standards this book details

how one school integrated equity pedagogy into a standards based curriculum and produced exemplary levels of achievement as

the authors illustrate however the school s dual commitment to bilingual education and standards based reform engendered

numerous complex tensions specifically the authors describe teachers attempts to balance demands for rigor and content

coverage within their high performing school and with their diverse student population they identify specific tensions that emerged

around the following issues the degree of academic struggle that is generative for student learning and the point at which such

struggle becomes counterproductivethe holding of high expectations for all learners and the provision of differentiated student

centered learning experiencesthe ccss emphasis on engaging students around more complex text and the contested determination

of what constitutes complexity in text and in teachingthe influence of high stakes accountability on school norms and practices

including teachers interpretations and enactment of new national standardsthe performance pressures placed on teachers in today



s educational policy context this book offers welcome guidance on dialogical teaching to socially committed teachers and teacher

educators linda valli university of maryland a must read for those interested in transformative teacher learning kris d gutiérrez carol

liu professor gse university of california berkeley

Information Services Today

2022-03-08

this third edition of information services today an introduction demonstrates the ever changing landscape of information services

today and the need to re evaluate curriculum competency training professional development and lifelong learning in order to stay

abreast of current trends and issues and more significantly remain competent to address the changing user needs of information

communities specifically the information services today an introduction provides a thorough introduction history and overall state of

the field explores different types of information communities the varying information needs within those communities and the role

of equity of access diversity inclusion and social justice in those communities addresses why information organizations and

information and technological literacy are more important today than ever before discusses how technology has influenced the

ways that information professionals provide information resources and services in today s digital environment highlights current

issues and trends and provides expert insight into emerging challenges innovations and opportunities for the future and identifies

career management strategies and leadership opportunities in the information professions the new edition features chapter

updates to address changes in information services introducing new updated topics such as emergency crisis management

community resilience sustainability data analysis and visualization social justice and equity of access diversity and inclusion edi

information services today an introduction begins with an overview of libraries and their transformation as information and



technological hubs within their local and digital communities as well as trends impacting the information field information services

today an introduction covers the various specializations within the field emphasizing the exciting yet complex roles and

opportunities for information professionals in a variety of information environments with that foundation in place it presents the

fundamentals of information services delves into management skills needed by information professionals today and explores

emerging issues related to the rapid development of new technologies information services today an introduction addresses how

libraries and information centers serve different kinds of communities highlighting the unique needs of increasingly diverse users

information services today an introduction provokes discussion critical thinking and interaction to facilitate the learning process the

content and supplemental materials discussion questions rich sets of online accessible materials multimedia webcast interviews

featuring authors from this book discussing the trends and issues in their respective areas and chapter presentation slides for use

by instructors give readers the opportunity to develop a deeper understanding of and engagement with the topics

We the Gamers

2021

combining research based perspectives and current examples including minecraft and animal crossing new horizons we the

gamers shows how games can be used in ethics civics and social studies education to inspire learning critical thinking and civic

change



The Littlehampton Libels

2017

littlehampton in the 1920s was menaced by a bizarre poison pen case which required the attention of a leading metropolitan police

detective and resulted in four criminal trials before the real culprit was finally punished the littlehampton libels untangles this

mystery story exploring the inner lives of an english working class community

Women in Popular Culture [2 volumes]

2023-03-24

including more than 300 alphabetically listed entries this 2 volume set presents a timely and detailed overview of some of the most

significant contributions women have made to american popular culture from the silent film era to the present day the lives and

accomplishments of women from various aspects of popular culture are examined including women from film television music

fashion and literature in addition to profiles the encyclopedia also includes chapters that provide a historical review of gender

domesticity marriage work and inclusivity in popular culture as well as a chronology of key achievements this reference work is an

ideal introduction to the roles women have played both in the spotlight and behind it throughout the history of popular culture in

america from the stars of hollywood s golden age to the chart toppers of the 2020s author laura l finley documents how attitudes

towards these icons have evolved and how their influence has shifted throughout time the entries and essays also address such

timely topics as feminism the metoo movement and the gender pay gap



Asian Popular Culture

2013

asian popular culture new hybrid and alternate media edited by john a lent and lorna fitzsimmons is an interdisciplinary study of

popular culture practices in asia including regional and national studies of japan china south korea and australia the contributors

explore the evolution and intersection of popular forms gaming manga anime film music fiction youtube videos and explicate the

changing cultural meanings of these media in historical and contemporary contexts at this study s core are the roles popular

culture plays in the construction of national and regional identity common themes in this text include the impact of new information

technology whether it be on gaming in east asia music in 1960s japan or candlelight vigils in south korea hybridity of old and new

versions of the chinese game weiqi of online and hand held gaming in south korea and japan that developed localized expressions

or of united states culture transplanted to japan in post world war ii leading to the current otaku fan boy culture and the roles that

nationalism and grassroots and alternative media of expression play in contemporary asian popular culture this is an essential

study in understanding the role of popular culture in asia s national and regional identity

Common SENse for the Inclusive Classroom

2011

suitable for non specialist teachers supporting children with special educational needs in inclusive classrooms this title includes

background information on special educational needs including dyslexia dyspraxia asperger s syndrome and attention deficit



hyperactivity disorder

Popular Literacies, Childhood and Schooling

2013-04-03

this bold forward thinking text offers a clear rationale for the development of curricula and pedagogy that will reflect young people

s in school and out of school popular culture practices by providing a sound theoretical framework and addressing popular culture

and new technologies in the context of literacy teacher education this book marks a significant step forward in literacy teaching

and learning it takes a cross disciplinary approach and brings together contributions from some of the world s leading figures in

the field topics addressed include children s popular culture in the home informal literacies and pedagogic discourse new

technologies and popular culture in children s everyday lives teachers working with popular culture in the classroom this book

illustrates the way in which literacy is evolving through popular culture and new technology and is an influential read for teachers

students researchers and policy makers

Encyclopedia of Educational Reform and Dissent

2010-01-12

educational reform and to a lesser extent educational dissent occupy a prominent place in the annals of u s education whether

based on religious cultural social philosophical or pedagogical grounds they are ever present in our educational history although

some reforms have been presented as a remedy for society s ills most programs were aimed toward practical transformation of



the existing system to ensure that each child will have a better opportunity to succeed in u s society educational reform is a topic

rich with ideas rife with controversy and vital in its outcome for school patrons educators and the nation as a whole with nearly 450

entries these two volumes comprise the first reference work to bring together the strands of reform and reformers and dissent and

dissenters in one place as a resource for parents policymakers scholars teachers and those studying to enter the teaching

profession key features opens with a historical overview of educational reform and dissent and a timeline of key reforms legislation

publications and more examines the reform or dissent related to education found in theories concepts ideas writings research and

practice addresses how reformers and dissenters become significant culture shaping people and change the way we conduct our

lives key themes accountability biographies concepts and theories curriculum and instruction diversity finances and economics

government organizations advisory organizations business and foundations organizations curriculum organizations government

organizations professional organizations think tanks public policy religion and religious education reports school types special

needs technology this authoritative work fills a void in the literature in the vast areas of educational reform and dissent making it a

must have resource for any academic library availability in print and electronic formats provides students with convenient easy

access wherever they may be

New Media Literacies and Participatory Popular Culture Across Borders

2012-05-23

how do students online literacy practices intersect with online popular culture in this book scholars from a range of countries

including australia lebanon nepal qatar south africa turkey and the united states illustrate and analyze how literacy practices that

are mediated through and influenced by popular culture create both opportunities and tensions for secondary and university



students the authors examine issues of theory identity and pedagogy as they address participatory popular culture sites such as

fan forums video blogs social networking sites anime memes and comics and graphic novels uniquely bringing together

scholarship about online literacy practices and the growing body of work on participatory popular culture new media literacies and

participatory popular culture across borders makes distinctive contributions to an emerging field of study pushing forward

scholarship about literacy and identity in cross cultural situations and advancing important conversations about issues of global

flows and local responses to popular culture

Space Supporting Africa

2019-05-30

in this book the background and context of africa s political and socio economic landscape is presented and unpacked through a

primary needs approach which focuses on climate biodiversity health water education and space related capacity building african

theoretical contributions from the international relations field are discussed and africa s new space policy and strategy along with

debates around the establishment of an african space agency are explored the african international space ecosystem is then

analyzed including its dimensions of intra african space relations and initiatives african participation in copuos and international

space activities agreements and initiatives in africa the final part is dedicated to the national space infrastructure and activities of

african states



Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Agnostics

2012

based on interactive elements that apply to every reading situation the authors explain instructional strategies that work best in the

subject areas and how to optimize those classrooms for reading writing and discussion

Teaching Reading in the Content Areas

2015-09-25

in today s high stakes world ready made lessons and teacher s guides are no longer enough to guarantee achievement the best

way to help students succeed is through deliberate and careful lesson planning focused on the end result of increasing student

achievement whether you are a new teacher or an experienced educator this book will help you get started by providing a practical

step by step guide to designing lessons that will lead to student mastery of any objective you ll learn the essential components of

lessons that are common core aligned and grounded in best practices topics include tailoring your lessons to meet your state

standards while ensuring high student achievement writing a strong objective to stay focused on the goal of a lesson creating an

end of lesson assessment to gauge the lesson s success constructing a lesson plan that combines direct instruction guided

practice and independent practice along the way you ll find plenty of helpful examples from math and english language arts you ll

also find end of chapter faqs and activities to try to help you make these concepts a reality for your own classroom many of the

tools from the book are also available as free downloads from our website routledge com books details 9781138838871



Better Lesson Plans, Better Lessons

1995

african popular theater includes conventional drama plus such nonliterary performance as dance mime storytelling masquerades

vaudeville improvization the theater of social action resistance media such as radio film television are included

African Popular Theatre

2016-06-10

this interdisciplinary volume explores the girl s voice and the construction of girlhood in contemporary popular music visiting girls

as musicians activists and performers through topics that range from female vocal development during adolescence to girls online

media culture while girls voices are more prominent than ever in popular music culture the specific sonic character of the young

female voice is routinely denied authority decades old clichés of girls as frivolous silly and deserving of contempt prevail in

mainstream popular image and sound nevertheless girls find ways to raise their voices and make themselves heard this volume

explores the contemporary girl s voice to illuminate the way ideals of girlhood are historically specific and the way adults frame

and construct girlhood to both valorize and vilify girls and women interrogating popular music childhood and gender it analyzes the

history of the all girl band from the runaways to the present the changing anatomy of a girl s voice throughout adolescence girl s

participatory culture via youtube and rock camps and representations of the girl s voice in other media like audiobooks film and

television essays consider girl performers like jackie evancho and lorde and all girl bands like sleater kinney the slits and warpaint



as well as performative girlishness in the voices of female vocalists like joni mitchell beyoncé miley cyrus taylor swift kathleen

hanna and rebecca black participating in girl studies within and beyond the field of music this book unites scholarly perspectives

from disciplines such as musicology ethnomusicology comparative literature women s and gender studies media studies and

education to investigate the importance of girls voices in popular music and to help unravel the complexities bound up in music

and girlhood in the contemporary contexts of north america and the united kingdom

Voicing Girlhood in Popular Music

1994

current affairs july 2017 ebook is created by keeping the demands of recent pattern of various competitive exams in major view it

is brought to you by jagranjosh com the topics for cover story and entire news section are selected on the basis of an analysis of

general knowledge sections in all important exams including ias pcs bank ssc insurance and others and the time duration of topics

covered in magazine includes all exam oriented current affairs of january 2017 it presents the comprehensive coverage of the

events of current affairs which are chosen on the basis of the requirements of all important exams it covers all exam oriented

current affairs of june 2017 with all required facts and analysis the analysis of all the events related to national international

economy science technology environment ecology is done in a way that fulfills the demand of all the important exams including ias

the language used in the magazine is lucid and easy to understand language the major topics included in the magazine for cover

story are modi 3 key initiatives achievements challenges in economy darjeeling unrest what is the solution qatar s isolation in

south west asia and india the ebook is expected to be handy for most of forthcoming exams like civil services examination various

insurance ao exams pcs exams mat and others



Commonwealth Currents

2017-07-03

showcasing cutting edge findings on adolescent literacy teaching and learning this unique handbook is grounded in the realities of

students daily lives it highlights research methods and instructional approaches that capitalize on adolescents interests knowledge

and new literacies attention is given to how race gender language and other dimensions of identity along with curriculum and

teaching methods shape youths literacy development and engagement the volume explores innovative ways that educators are

using a variety of multimodal texts from textbooks to graphic novels and digital productions it reviews a range of pedagogical

approaches key topics include collaborative inquiry argumentation close reading and composition ÿ

Current Affairs July 2017 eBook

2017-10-25

this timely new edition explores new literacies knowledge and classroom practices in light of growing electronic information and

communication techniques

Adolescent Literacies

2011-07-01



are the values of students and their teachers threatened each time they enter the unchartered waters of the internet s popular

culture content the internet has indeed come of age and as was the case with traditional mass media the internet has been

increasingly examined for its positive and negative effects particularly on children what triggered the present study was a

newspaper article that described a ban on computers and the internet imposed in october 1999 on its followers by the belz hasidic

an israeli ultra orthodox or haredi religious sect this edict was also endorsed by 30 leading ultra orthodox rabbis from various other

religious communities in israel explaining that this original prohibition against computers and the internet was later revised to

permit computer use but continue the ban on internet access the article noted the belz hasidic sect determined that computers

have proved valuable in teaching the bible and in running businesses the internet however was declared out of bounds largely

because the information it exposed conflicted with ultra orthodox principles rejecting modernity popular culture and especially its

proliferation of links to pornographic sites this study examines the convergence of religion elementary education internet

technology and popular culture messages within jewish elementary school classrooms in israel this research examines the

methods used by israeli computer coordinators to manage the convergence of jewish or humanistic values with potentially

conflicting internet generated popular culture messages it asks what values whether jewish values or human values at the core of

the jewish educator s belief system are important to transmit to their students it questions what types of popular culture messages

carried by the internet conflict with these values more importantly this study surveys how educators and students evaluate these

conflicting messages in relation to the values they hold and the manner in which these conflicts are managed this is an important

book for those in communication education jewish studies and sociology of religion



New Literacies: Everyday Practices And Social Learning

2008

science fiction and fantasy are often thought of as stereotypically male genres yet both have a long and celebrated history of

female creators characters and fans in particular the science fiction and fantasy heroine is a recognized figure made popular in

media such as alien the terminator and buffy the vampire slayer though imperfect she is strong and definitely does not need to be

saved by a man this figure has had an undeniable influence on the hunger games divergent star wars the force awakens and

many other more recent female led book and movie franchises despite their popularity these fictional women have received

inconsistent scholarly interest this collection of new essays is intended to help fill a gap in the serious discussion of women and

gender in science fiction and fantasy the contributors are scholars teachers practicing writers and other professionals in fields

related to the genre critically examining the depiction of women and gender in science fiction and fantasy on both page and screen

they focus on characters who are as varied as they are interesting and who range from vampire slayers to time travelers witches

and spacefarers

Internet Popular Culture and Jewish Values

2001

this is the first comprehensive study of popular culture in twentieth century china and of its political impact during the sino

japanese war of 1937 1945 known in china as the war of resistance against japan chang tai hung shows in compelling detail how



chinese resisters used a variety of popular cultural forms especially dramas cartoons and newspapers to reach out to the rural

audience and galvanize support for the war cause while the nationalists used popular culture as a patriotic tool the communists

refashioned it into a socialist propaganda instrument creating lively symbols of peasant heroes and joyful images of village life

under their rule in the end hung argues the communists use of popular culture contributed to their victory in revolution

Resources in Education

1992

grounded in theory and research the all day kindergarten and pre k curriculum provides an activity based and classroom proven

curriculum for educators to consider as they plan and interact with pre k and kindergarten children allowing young children the

opportunities to become independent caring critical thinkers who feel comfortable asking questions and exploring possible

solutions the dynamic themes curriculum offers children the skills they need for responsible citizenship and academic progress this

book describes a culturally sensitive pre k and kindergarten curriculum in the context of literacy technology mathematics social

studies science the arts and play and also discusses how to use the seven integrated conditions for learning to meet and exceed

content learning standards how to organize for differentiated instruction and to integrate multiple forms of assessment how to

teach literacy tools and skills in fresh ways how to work with families colleagues and community building off of author doris

fromberg s groundbreaking earlier work the all day kindergarten and pre k curriculum presents a practical curriculum centering on

how young children develop meanings this is a fantastic resource for pre and in service early childhood teachers administrators

and scholars



The Parliamentarian

2019-09-06

technology has become an integral part of our everyday lives this trend in ubiquitous technology has also found its way into the

learning process at every level of education the handbook of research on education and technology in a changing society offers an

in depth description of concepts related to different areas issues and trends within education and technological integration in

modern society this handbook includes definitions and terms as well as explanations of concepts and processes regarding the

integration of technology into education addressing all pertinent issues and concerns in education and technology in our changing

society with a wide breadth of discussion this handbook is an essential collection for educators academicians students researchers

and librarians

Buffy to Batgirl

2023-12-22

ten commandments displays prayer at football games bible in the curriculum vouchers for tuition at religious schools pledge of

allegiance wall of separation between church and state among other hot button issues at the intersection of religion and education

generate a great deal of heat but often light is sorely lacking the praeger handbook of religion and education in the united states

provides a unique source of light to educators religious leaders journalists policy makers parents and the general public as well as

a useful resource for scholars interested in the impact of religion on the origins development and current shape of the american



educational landscape following an introductory essay that surveys the relationship of religion to elementary and secondary

education from the 1600s to the present this set offers 175 entries written by more than 40 scholars with national reputations that

cover a wide range of topics related to religion and education both in the past and the present these jargon free entries are cross

referenced and provide suggestions for further reading readers who want to know what is behind the heat in current debates will

find entries on united states supreme court decisions on religion and education current controversies regarding religion in the

public schools religious legal and educational associations involved in these controversies religion and the curriculum religious

schools individuals and movements that have affected the role of religion in education and religion and education developments in

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries this one of a kind set also includes a convenient table summarizing all of the religious

liberty decisions of the supreme court from 1815 to the present

War and Popular Culture

2012-03-22

given the increased use of digital reading and writing tools in the classroom this book provides secondary and college english

language arts teachers with activities and classroom examples for using a range of different digital tools blogs wikis websites

annotations twitter mapping forum discussions etc to engage students in understanding and creating digital texts it therefore

integrates reading and writing instruction through goal driven activities supported by uses and affordances of digital tools this book

also provides a framework for designing these activities that encourage students to define purpose and audience make

connections between digital texts and people collaborate with others employ alternative modes of communication and gain new

perspectives and constructing identities practices that are linked to addressing the high school english language arts common core



state standards the book also describes ways to use digital tools to support these practices for example using digital tools to foster

students collaborative reading and writing the book also describes use of digital feedback and e portfolio tools to foster students

reflection on their uses of these practices

The All-Day Kindergarten and Pre-K Curriculum

2014-05-31

in this seminal volume leading language and literacy scholars clearly articulate and explicate major social perspectives and

approaches in the fields of language and literacy studies each approach draws on distinct bodies of literature and traditions and

uses distinct identifiers labels and constellations of concepts each has been taken up across diverse global contexts and is used

as rationale and guide for the design of research and of educational policies and practices authors discuss the genesis and

historical trajectory of the approach with which they are associated offer their unique perspectives rationales and engagements

and investigate implications for understanding language and literacy use in and out of schools the premise of the book is that

understanding concepts perspectives and approaches requires knowing the context in which they were created the rationale or

purpose in creating them and how they have been taken up and applied in communities of practice accessible yet theoretically rich

this volume is indispensible for researchers students and professionals across the fields of language and literacy studies

Handbook of Research on Education and Technology in a Changing Society

2009-03-05



situated at the intersection of two of the most important areas in educational research today literacy and technology this handbook

draws on the potential of each while carving out important new territory it provides leadership for this newly emerging field

directing scholars to the major issues theoretical perspectives and interdisciplinary research pertaining to new literacies reviews of

research are organized into six sections methodologies knowledge and inquiry communication popular culture community and

citizenship everyday literacies instructional practices and assessment multiple perspectives on new literacies research features

brings together a diverse international team of editors and chapter authors provides an extensive collection of research reviews in

a critical area of educational research makes visible the multiple perspectives and theoretical frames that currently drive work in

new literacies establishes important space for the emerging field of new literacies research includes a unique commentary section

the final section of the handbook reprints five central research studies each is reviewed by two prominent researchers from their

individual and different theoretical position this provides the field with a sense of how diverse lenses can be brought to bear on

research as well as the benefits that accrue from doing so it also provides models of critical review for new scholars and

demonstrates how one might bring multiple perspectives to the study of an area as complex as new literacies research the

handbook of research on new literacies is intended for the literacy research community broadly conceived including scholars and

students from the traditional reading and writing research communities in education and educational psychology as well as those

from information science cognitive science psychology sociolinguistics computer mediated communication and other related areas

that find literacy to be an important area of investigation

Design, User Experience, and Usability

2014-10-16



the study of the reciprocal relationship between the bible and popular culture has blossomed in the past few decades and the time

seems ripe for a broadly conceived work that assesses the current state of the field offers examples of work in that field and

suggests directions for further study this handbook includes a wide range of topics organized under several broad themes

including biblical characters and themes in popular culture the bible in popular cultural genres lived examples and a concluding

section in which we take stock of methodologies like reception history and the impact of the field on teaching and publishing these

topics are all addressed by focusing on specific examples from film television comics music literature video games science fiction

material culture museums and theme parks to name a few this book represents a major contribution to the field by some of its

leading practitioners and will be a key resource for the future development of the study of bible and american popular culture

The Praeger Handbook of Religion and Education in the United States [2 volumes]

1986

this collection attempts to incorporate cultural studies into the understanding of schooling not simply addressing how students read

themselves as members of a distinct culture but how they along with teachers and administrators read popular texts in general the

purpose of this book is to suggest some alternative directions critical pedagogy can take in its critique of popular culture by inviting

multiple reading of popular texts into its analysis of schooling and seeing many forms of popular culture as critical pedagogical

texts



Understanding and Creating Digital Texts

2013-04-12

evil isn t simply an abstract theological or philosophical talking point in our society the idea of evil feeds entertainment manifests in

all sorts of media and is a root concept in our collective psyche this accessible and appealing book examines what evil means to

us evil has been with us since the garden of eden when eve unleashed evil by biting the apple outside of theology evil remains a

highly relevant concept in contemporary times evil villains in films and literature make these stories entertaining our criminal justice

system decides the fate of convicted criminals based on the determination of their status as evil or insane this book examines the

many manifestations of evil in modern media making it clear how this idea pervades nearly all aspects of life and helping us to

reconsider some of the notions about evil that pop culture perpetuates and promotes covering screen media such as film television

and video games print media that include novels and poetry visual media like art and comics music and political polemics the

essays in this book address an eclectic range of topics the diverse authors include americans who left the united states during the

vietnam war era conservative christian political pundits rock musicians classical linguists disney fans scholars of american slavery

and experts on holocaust literature and films from portrayals of evil in the television shows the wire and 24 to the violent lyrics of

the rap duo insane clown posse to the storylines of the lord of the rings and harry potter books readers will find themselves

rethinking what evil is and how they came to hold their beliefs



Communicating in Popular Nicaragua

2014-04-04

the study develops a baseline of knowledge to encourage the inclusion of media literacy education in teacher education

Framing Languages and Literacies

2020

Handbook of Research on New Literacies

2012-09-10

The Oxford Handbook of the Bible and American Popular Culture

1924



Popular Culture and Critical Pedagogy

2014-07-15
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